LXVII FORGED LETTERS OF LAURENCE STERNE
A,S many have learned to their dismay, the materials upon which Sterne's biography is at present based offer problems of unusual complexity, problems that are due in part to the man's intricate and elusive nature and in part to his daughter and to his swarm of imitators. Sterne, it is evident, was too great a humorist ever to be quite honest either with his own or with future generations. He amused himself in his letters by deceiving his contemporaries and mystifying posterity. For many years now his devices have been familiar matter: he rewrote his letters with his eye upon the press; sometimes he made portions of a letter serve more than one correspondent; and, though lately we have known it, he readdressed a letter much after the manner of Pope in the expectation that the substituted name of Eliza Draper would make a better impression than that of an unidentified countess.
Nor have his daughter and his imitators exactly resolved the perplexities of biographers. Lydia, who in 1775 edited three volumes of her father's letters, was so irresponsible as to suggest to Wilkes that if he would write a few letters in imitation of Sterne's style she would insert them as genuine. By suppressing names of persons mentioned in the letters she made identification of some of them practically out of the question. To add to this confusion, which a discreet though foolish daughter purposely created, the forgers and imitators provided their own deceptions in the wake of the colossal popularity of Sterne's writings during the last years of the eighteenth century. A forged volume of Tristram Shandy appeared in 1760 and another in 1766. Four years later Sterne's acquaintance, Richard Griffith, gulled the public with his Posthumous Works of a late celebrated Genius, a book which Goethe believed genuine and which the credulous Alfred Hedouin actually translated in 1853.1 It was not perhaps without a hope of profit that upwards of ninety imitations of Sterne were published between 1760 and 1800.
Although forgeries of Sterne's great novel no longer raise doubts as to their being forgeries, they are useful at least in suggesting that since Sterne's fiction was deemed profitable to imitate his letters too may have suffered the attention of the forger. One has, in fact, only to turn to the whole corpus of published letters purporting to be written by him to perceive that some of them did not meet with entire acceptance from critics even in the eighteenth century. To examine these doubtful letters, of which I distinguish forty-seven, is merely to discover reasons enough why they may not lightly be attributed to Sterne. If, then, they prove to be forgeries, the familiar biographies of Sterne have been partially vitiated by a reliance upon them. And yet, should they by any chance contain fragments of genuine information respecting Sterne or even writing by him, it would be unwise to dismiss them wholly. Clearly a means of determining the nature of each of the forty-seven letters in question is imperative. And since no manuscript authority is known to exist for these particular letters, the enquirer is thrust back upon familiar and alternative methods of detection.
The first of these methods consists in listening to an author's verbal rhythms and in judging the questioned document by means of the similarity or dissimilarity of rhythm. It consists ultimately in saying to oneself, "I do (or I don't) think this sounds like ." To be sure, Spedding has employed it with impressive results. But the method is more serviceable in determining the authorship of verse than of prose. There is Coleridge's superb folly to remember, when in demonstrating the Porter's speeches in Macbeth to be an interpolation "perhaps with Shakspere's consent" he declared emphatically that with the exception of two sentences "of the rest not one syllable has the ever-present being of Shakspere." The method has the weakness of rarely bringing combatants upon common ground. It is so much a matter of my ear versus thy ear. Hence in this study of forty-seven suspicious letters I do not rest my case upon observed differences of prose rhythm and, because they are only less tenuous, of content andI reflected personality. I prefer to this method the more pedestrian one of parallel passages. These I have noted. I have considered them both frequently and skeptically. And I have always returned to my initial belief that the writer of the forty-seven letters among which these passages are to be found was not Sterne but his friend and imitator, William Combe, the author of the Tours of Dr. Syntax.
Early in his life Combe, as a smart young fellow about town, attached himself to the circle of Sterne's admirers. Born in Bristol about 1741, he had at an early age come up to London where he "learnt accounts at a School in Windmill Street."2 At twelve he entered Eton, remained there three years,3 and in 1756 dipped for a time into that obscurity which too frequently surrounds him. He is said by one biographer4 to have attended Oxford in 1760 and by another5 to have made a tour upon the Continent, after which in 1766 he entered the office of a solicitor in the Temple and was later called to the bar. Records to substantiate these remarks are forthcoming neither from Oxford nor from the Inns of Court.6 But we are told that at this period in his life he "possessed some fortune, a graceful person, elegant manners, a taste for literature, and an extensive acquaintance,"7 all of which blessings had been aided by the will of his benefactor, Alderman William Alexander, who died September 23, 1762, leaving him a fortune of ?2000. This indeed was a smaller sum than Walpole8 and Farington9 thought he had received. In any event he moved liberally among young men of wealth. In their company he may have met Sterne, introduced by mutual acquaintances such as Sir James Macdonald, Lord Beauchamp, and John Constantine Phipps, all of whom had been his schoolfellows at Eton. said, even into Wales.14 It is not until 1775 that he is again seen, this time at Bristol as the author of a play, The Flattering Milliner; or a Modern Half-Hour. A year later, upon the occasion of his marriage,'5 he was living in London. He had now definitely adopted the profession of writing. At Bristol in 1775 he had prepared a sentimental excursion in the style of his hero Sterne and published it under the title The Philosopher in Bristol. At about the same time he appears to have concocted the series of Sterne's letters which along with a few genuine letters were published in 1775 (A). These he supplemented in 1779, at least according to his own declaration, with two small volumes bearing the title Letters supposed to have been written by Yorick and Eliza (B). Nine years later, in 1788, he evidently had the principal hand in the publication of Original Letters of the late Reverend Mr. Laurence Sterne (C). In 1784 he added to his list of imitations of Sterne his Original Love-Letters between A Lady of Quality and A Person of Inferior Station (OL), and in 1797 Fragments in the Manner of Sterne (Frag). Finally in 1803 he concluded his tawdry practice by inserting in the Pic Nic (D), a periodical he edited for the Pic Nic Society, three letters purporting to be by Sterne. Combe, we now know, was their author. That they may prove of invaluable assistance in our examination of the questioned documents is obvious. This was the second collection of Sterne's letters to appear after his death. It was published 12 July, 1775.16 Of the twelve letters which it contains I admit four as genuine. The remaining eight I consider forgeries by Combe.
Six of the eight letters that I have rejected Combe declared in the preface to B"7 to have written himself. It would be impertinent to suggest that he did not speak frankly: provincial newspaper; and passing on thro' the common channel of Magazines, Chronicles, Evening-Posts, Journals, &c. &c. &c. were collected together, and, being blended with a few of Mr. Sterne's genuine compositions, were published, with a solemn declaration in the preface, that they were all faithful transcripts of original letters in the possession of the Editor; nay, I perceived, to my very great astonishment, that one of them had even found its way into Mrs. Medalle's late publication of her father's posthumous works."9 But this disarming confession, which has the appearance of truth, has failed to give entire satisfaction. Some years ago Sterne's own copy of the ninth letter, to the composition of which Combe succinctly laid claim, turned up, addressed to Mrs. Vesey, in the Letter Book in the Morgan Library.20 The discovery has led two writers,2' both of whom were eager to detach B from the list of Combe's works and to bestow it upon Sterne, to reject the whole content of his confession. Such an act appears, perhaps, a trifle intemperate once we pause to consider how Combe in attributing to himself a letter Sterne had actually written might easily have erred not from design but from a hurried review of the false letters surrounding it. Indeed with the exception of the letter to Mrs. Vesey, and A 8 all the letters Combe attributed to himself contain so remarkable a series of parallels with Sterne's writings that the general truth of his assertion is virtually undeniable. Let us examine a few passages:
A 4.-This letter is an invitation from Sterne to a young friend to visit him at Coxwold. A portion of its phrases appear to be the stock in trade of the forger of C. Part derive from Sterne:
A. 4. 16: Some tender-hearted damsel in distress would ever have been my object:-to wipe away the tears from off the cheek of such a friendless fair one.
A 4. 16: I would go to Mecca-and for a friend-to the end of the world. SJ 51: in wiping them away from off the cheeks of the first and fairest of women, as I'm sitting with my handkerchief in my hand in silence the whole night besides her: SJ 144, [23] [24] [25] [26] B 10, [8] [9] [10] 23, 9; 150, [9] [10] [11] C 3. 15, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] 19. 107, [9] [10] [11] [12] 36. 203, A 4. 15: I suppose this will overtake you at the Hot-wells, as you are walking a sentimental foot-pace beside some phthisical nymph of the fountain.
A 6-A 6. 26: 1 have been much concerned at your overthrow; but our roads are ill contrived for the airy vehicles now in fashion. May it be the last fall you ever meet with in this world!-this reflection costs me a deep sigh-and I fear, my friend, you will get over it no cheaper. A 6. 28: and all that charmed mankind, and delighted me, become a clod of the valley! A 6. 28-9: Here, my Cordelia, I will weed clean thy grave-I will stretch myself upon it-I will wet it with tears-and the traveller shall not turn aside to observe me.
Let Bk Ox 294: Dulcinea . . . Ill enter the Lists with him and break a spear in your behalf; tho by the by, mine is half rusty, and should be hung up in the old family hall amongst Pistols without Cocks, and Helmets which have lost their Vizards; SJ 58, B 23, [10] [11] [12] C 21. 119, [6] [7] [8] [9] 25. 139, [12] [13] [14] [15] 29. 163, [2] [3] [4] [5] 33. 182, [7] [8] [9] 34. 189, [18] [19] [20] TS i, 1: I swore it should be kept a-going at that rate these forty years, if it pleased but the fountain of life to bless me with health and good spirits; A 5. 24, 6-7; C 21. 119, 9-12. TS ii, 245: and that warm heart of thine, with all its generous and open vessels, compressed into a clod of the valley! (cf. Job 21. 33); C 18. 100, 6-7; 20. 113, 18-19 Such parallels may seem damning evidence of forgery; at least it would be surprising if more complete proof of Combe's hand were to be disclosed. But we should proceed cautiously. We should note that, although most of the sources are to be found in Sterne's novels, there appear to be a few which, so far as I am aware, are to be found only within the pages of the Letter Book and the Journal to Eliza. These manuscripts did not happen to be printed until the present century. How did Combe gain access to them? Or did he possess copies of the letters as Sterne had sent them through the post? Remembering Samuel Rogers's tale to the effect that Combe boasted it was with him, not with Sterne, that Eliza Draper was in love,22 shall we conclude that she communicated to him manuscripts in her possession? The only known source for A 4. 15 would seem to warrant that supposition. But in 1775 Eliza Draper was in India.
There is another difficulty. A was published in July, 1775, three months before Lydia issued her important collection of Sterne's letters. Nevertheless A contains passages for which I can find sources only within Lydia's edition. As a result, I am obliged to conclude that Combe was acquainted with its contents before publication. At moments I will even suspect him of lending a finger to the rewriting of Med Ox 1. That conclusion is one alternative. The other is either to accept Sterne as the author of the entire contents of A (and perhaps of all but three of the suspected letters), which decision must collapse into absurdity, or to admit that the questioned documents in A are overpaintings, that Combe split up a letter or two in his possession and by copious additions eked out a profitable series. I myself cannot answer these questions and suppositions. I can only postulate the necessity for their existence.
A 5. The fire letter.
In his preface to B Combe said of this letter: "I perceived, to my very great astonishment, that one of them had even found its way into Mrs. Medalle's late publication of her father's posthumous works." Lydia printed it in vol. ii, 126-131, addressing it to a certain Mrs. M d s and, no matter whether the letter is genuine or not, misdating it. In 1780 the editor of Sterne's Works, perhaps acquainted with Combe's declaration, omitted it from his collection of the letters.
Lydia's sanction of the letter is unimportant. She was not a scrupulous editor. We should accept it not upon her authority but upon the merits of its contents. These are precisely what most warn us against it. We note as parallels: It is apparent that Combe stole heavily from this letter when preparing C 9. We might in consequence argue that his use of it is proof of its authenticity. But if we examine the method Combe employed in developing the "nun theme,"23 a suggestion for which he had found in Let Bk Ox 201, in view of the numerous parallels with TS which the letter contains together with borrowings from A 4., we are certainly justified in associating the reappearance of the "fire theme" with that of the nuns of Byland Abbey.
B. Letters supposed to hiave been written by Yorick and Eliza.
London, Printed for J. Bew, 1779, 2 vols. Reprinted as Sterne's Second Journal to Eliza, ed. M. R. B. Shaw, London, 1929. References to B indicate the reprint. The authorship of this work was quietly submitted by Combe's bookseller Bew in 1784 when at the end of the second volume of OL he advertised the book among others by Combe. Many years later Combe himself included it in a list of his writings: "Letters supposed to have passed between Sterne and Eliza. 2 vols."24 Here then, we might argue, is a genuine imitation by Combe, one which, like the letters in Pic Nic, might serve to test the validity of C. But not many years ago these letters were reprinted under the title of Sterne's Second Journal to Eliza. The editor of the reprint, Miss M. R. B. Shaw, in the conviction that the authorship of these little volumes was pilfered by Combe, sketches in her introduction her reasons for restoring the work to Sterne. Possessing as she does a truly exquisite ear for prose rhythms, she declares that the work "contains no modulation, tonality or cadence foreign to Sterne"25 and that its style "can bear comparison with Sterne's down to the smallest detail."26 Hence, she maintains, Combe's stylistic deficiencies render impossible his authorship of "a work which, in characterization, composition, and style reveals a master in the art and craft of letters.
Here all is music, all is 'in tune with itself'. . . Its supreme art . . . "27 And Miss Shaw proceeds to disclose her sensitive appreciation of the beauties of Sterne's English. But lest anyone cavil with her for resting her case solely upon perfection of style, she examines the literary allusions as well and finds them to be "precisely those that we should expect to find in an authentic work. All Sterne's favourite authors have been laid under contribution, either indirectly or by explicit reference to their works."28 Unfortunately Miss Shaw neglects to tell us at what point Burton, Cervantes, and Locke exert their influence upon the text of B. No more does she explain why Milton, whose name appears, so I think, more often upon Combe's page than upon Sterne's, should be selected for discussion. No doubt this is small matter. But Miss Shaw, firm in her conviction that she is editing a work by the author of Tristram Shandy, has more cogent arguments. She has detected, for example, a resemblance between B and two passages in JE. Wherefore she concludes logically enough that the author of B based his work upon Sterne's journal. Still, is it not just possible that Miss Shaw has ignored certain structural similarities between B and YE Ox which, since it had been published in 1775, was available to Combe as a guide?29 And was there not a patent forgery with the title Letters from Eliza to Yorick published the same year? This too might well have served the author of B while preparing Eliza's portion of his book. Indeed it is more plausible to weigh this possibility than to admit with Miss Shaw that Sterne himself was the author of her section. But Miss Shaw does not stop here. She thinks of Sterne quite rightly as a great and painstaking writer. In consequence, having observed the similarities between B and JE, she concludes that Sterne, growing dissatisfied with the aesthetic unity of the journal he wrote from his sickbed, abandoned it for B which, she feels, is "in every way . . . the natural fulfilment of the first" journal.30 She continues:
If this work is taken as his, then his other Works [by which is meant the Political Romance, Tristram Shandy, the Sentimental Journey, together with sermons and letters] fall into place as the gradual endeavour of an artist to achieve a more perfect expression of emotional experience, by a process of translation from the world of determined facts into that of the higher, freer, reality of art.3 27 B, xv.
28 B, XXVII.
29 In a review of B (Satuiday Review of Literature, vi, 586), Governor Cross observed that the letters reveal "an intimate acquaintance with Sterne's works, with 'Tristram Shandy,' 'A Sentimental Journey,' his sermons, and his letters, which are frequently drawn upon for paraphrase and dilution. With the exception of the last letter, which purports to have been written while death is impending, all the rest, except for some anachronisms, keep closeto the period covered by the ten letters from Yorick to Eliza." Cf. the supreme apologia of Sterne's genius, the most penetrating and judicious study of his personality that has yet been written, and one that, by its organic connection with his Works, transcends the limits of an imitation.32
I shall not offer arguments against so large a statement. I shall simply confess my inability to recognize Laurence Sterne in the self-conscious exquisite whom Miss Shaw portrays. William Combe, on the other hand, appears to me to receive less consideration from Miss Shaw than his literary merit would seem to require. Assuredly he was not unintelligent. The myriad parallels noted below under C are in themselves a valid instance. And even B, which was never intended to be other than a series of letters supposed to have been written by Sterne and Mrs. Draper, is a meritorious, if now contested, imitation. Combe, let it be said, possessed the tricky skill Miss Shaw would deny him. His memory was keen, his familiarity with Sterne's life and writings most intimate, his sense of Sterne's rhythms adequate. What he lacked (his want of the faculty is apparent on every page of his imitations of Sterne) was his hero's gift of incisive thinking. Combe's cloudy trivialities are not the stuff of Sterne's prose.
But we must limit ourselves to a consideration of parallel passages. A glance at those noted between B and certain miscellaneous passages may prompt us to restore to Combe that which he declared he made. a. B 11: I had breakfasted at a coffeehouse, among pert, ignorant ensigns, and grey-haired letchers. OL ii, 100: Browne,35 whom I consider as the Claude Lorrain of garden-34 These parallel passages are supposedly written in the early spring of 1767. But SJ, to which both allude, was at this moment little more than a few notes and was not published until Feb., 1768. Miss Shaw justifies the anachronism on the grounds that "Sterne, it is well known, was in the habit of making modifications of this kind" (B, xxvII). It is difficult to reconcile this explanation with the appearance of the same "modification" in the forged Letters from Eliza to Yorick which was published four years before B. uncultivated mountain, and exquis-. . itely adorned by Taste and her disciple ersmpleanir of Nature w Brown.35 ~~~~~the implements of Nature. Brown.35 Besides these suggestions of imposture and of Combe, there remains for consideration a group of phrases, to be found here and there among the letters of B, which afford quite as convincing proof of Combe's hand as any of the above parallels. The words chaunted (B 21) and chaunt (B 25) are uncharacteristic of Sterne. Suspicious likewise, because they recall a host of similar phrases appearing throughout the letters I believe Combe to have written, are such touchstones as "gouty world of its spleen" (B 133), "smooth thy pillow" (B 134), "vaticinated my destiny" (B 150), "that kind Being" (B 152) and a passage (B 148-150) devoted to Archbishops Sterne and Drummond. In my opinion these phrases are virtual proof of forgery. But I am well aware that to another they may not be such, since Sterne's own letters betray many occasions when he copied directly from himself. His letter to Lord Shelburne (Med Ox 196) is the most glaring illustration of his duplicity. Almost its entire contents are lifted from two passages in JE. Elsewhere his letters iterate a phrase or a series of sentences that he has already sent to other correspondents. Whence, it would seem, the occurrence of parallel passages in any collection of letters alleged to be his, far from furnishing proof of the presence of forgery, should on the contrary supply us with valid reasons for believing such letters genuine. But this argument is not based upon an intimate knowledge either of Sterne's habit of copying from himself or of the method employed by the writer of the questioned letters. Sterne copied from himself only upon occasion. In general, so far as is known, he relied upon fresh invention. But the writer of the letters under consideration, in order to simulate Sterne's style, was obliged to copy and recopy at almost every turn. This distinction, which is fundamental, is evident upon comparison of the parallels noted throughout my edition of Sterne's Letters with the bewildering number revealed in this study. In fine, throughout the entire series of Sterne's genuine letters, for the most part filled with accounts of his doings of which the doubtful letters are singularly innocent, the habit of repetition is at best infrequent, whereas among the latter a phrase is repeated until, as with Elaine's muttering, the ear wearies to hear it. And when Combe in established forgeries (D) is found using the tell tale phrase, there is only one conclusion to make, namely, that the phrase was part of his stock in trade and that letters, for the genuineness of which no authority exists, which contain it, are from his pen and from no other. For it is not so much his anachronisms that detect him as it is the manner in which he manufactured his forgeries and imitations of Sterne.
C. Original Letters of the late Reverend Mr. Laurence Sterne, London, Printed at the Logographic Press, 1788.
This collection of thirty-nine letters, from which I have accepted three as presumably genuine,3" was published in April, 1788. Despite the statement on the title-page that the letters were "Hitherto unpublished," thirty had already appeared in the European Magazine between February, 1787, and January, 1788. No preface, attesting the authenticity of the collection, accompanied the volume. As a result the Critical Review37 remained cautious:
The Letters are really excellent, and truly Shandean: they are such as Sterne might have written, or as he would not have disowned. From the internal evidence, there is no reason to doubt of their being genuine; but, if we compare them with the Letters published by Mrs. Medalle, they are so much superior, in point of correctness and elegance, that, if they are Sterne's, they must have been written by him with no common care.... On the whole, if they are not written by Sterne, they are superior to his real Letters.
The Analytical Review38 denounced them: "We suppose very few, who peruse these letters, will hesitate a moment to pronounce them spurious, and, as such, will pass them over with contempt." In modern times the late Sir Sidney Lee rejected them,39 but Mr. Lewis Melville and the late Mr. Sichel have quoted from them not infrequently. Governor Cross, who at one time was surprised that "this correspondence could ever have been regarded as genuine,"40 has in later years come to believe that "most of them are in substance genuine beyond reasonable doubt.""4 The whole collection was reprinted in the Works of Laurence Sterne (Oxford 1926-27) , Letters, 222, [7] [8] C 1. 5, [5] [6] C 7. 37, [8] [9] 20. 110, [13] [14] 29. 160, 5. TS ii, 195, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] C20. 111, [11] [12] [13] 21. 116, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] D 25, 25 to 26, 2. TS III, 50, 1.
Note the similarity of opinion between C 2. 8, 7-12 and example I on p. 1089. Compare C 2. 9, 13 with Rep., 3rd Ser., ii, 89: Combe "was remarkably abstemious, drinking nothing but water." C 3. 14, 2.
C3. 14, 9. C 3. 14, 16-17. C 3. 15, 3-10. SJ 51, [25] [26] [27] [28] 144, [23] [24] [25] [26] A 4. 16, [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [8] [9] [10] 23, 9; 150, [9] [10] [11] C 19. 107, [9] [10] [11] [12] 36. 203, 16 to 204, 1; D 34, [15] [16] [17] 17, 8; B 134, 11; C 6. 31, [15] [16] [14] [15] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] A 6. 26, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] B 21, 26; 25, 5. TS i, 31, [21] [22] B 150, 7; C 18. 99, [10] [11] 33. 184, 1. Let Bk Ox 294, [5] [6] [7] [8] C 20. 109, 10 to 110, 11; 33. 184, [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 10; A 5. 21, [4] [5] C 28. 159, [7] [8] [3] [4] C 18. 101, [14] [15] 2, [24] [25] A 7. 31, [2] [3] C 27. 150, [13] [14] 37. 206, [17] [18] [19] 7; B 133, 22; C 18. 101, [3] [4] [5] 34. 191, [3] [4] [5] D 81, [24] [25] TS II, 111, [3] [4] iII, 1, 2; A 5. 23, 15. C 18. 99, 4; 21. 119, 4; 27. 151, 4; 30. 167, [15] [16] 39. 213, 6. C 30. 166, 6. TS in, 1, 1; 2, [21] [22] [23] 2, [22] [23] 8; C 22. 123, 10. YE Ox 318, [17] [18] Let Bk Ox 259, [12] [13] Rep 205, 2b. C 5. 27, [2] [3] 17; A 47, 4; Let Bk Ox 245, 7. The narrative on pp. 25-27 of C 5. has a parallel in B 148. Combe has evidently confused the Concio ad clerum which Sterne wrote for Dean Fountayne with one he never wrote for Archbishop Drummond. His source, if not recalled from Sterne himself, may have been Mem Ox 147, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [1] [2] [3] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [15] [16] [18] [19] 11. C 7. 37, [8] [9] [18] [19] 11. Med Ox 237, [1] [2] [3] 17, 8; B 134, 11; C3. 15, [13] [14] 19. 107, [14] [15] [14] [15] [16] 32. 179, [7] [8] 23. Sernm i, 222, [7] [8] C 1. 5, [5] [6] C 2. 10, 19; 20. 110, [13] [14] 29, 160, 5. Med Ox 140, [15] [16] 277, 10; C 10. 54, 8; 19. 103, [10] [11] 37. 205, 8. This letter is supposedly written from Skelton Castle in September. Yet apart from this record there is none that shows Sterne at Skelton in September between 1760 and 1767. Combe was almost certainly acquainted with Hall-Stevenson; cf. Phil Brist, ii, 60 and Ox 233, n. 3. C 8.-See Ox 250-251. The concluding paragraph shows the following parallels: C 8. 43, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] 16. C 8. 43, [16] [17] [2] [3] [1] [2] [3] [4] [9] [10] 8. C 9. 46, [9] [10] [11] 18 to 47, 1. C 9. 48, 4. C 9. 48, 14. C 9. 48, [16] [17] [18] [19] [11] [12] [13] [18] [19] [8] [9] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] 5. 23, [10] [11] [12] C 21. 118, [16] [17] [18] Med Ox 254, 2, 4; C27. 150, 16. TS iII, [2] [3] A 5. 24, 13; C 21. 118, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] 24. 134, 14 to 135, 7; 39. 213, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] D 179, 15 to 180, 3. Cross 263, [4] [5] A 4. 15, [8] [9] [10] [11] C 33. 183, [1] [2] [3] [4] Phil Brist i, 37; OL II, 2, [18] [19] D 26, [25] [26] [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [13] [14] 24. Med Ox 256, [30] [31] A 5. 20, [11] [12] [13] 15 to 21, 3; D 80, 4. Med Ox 2, 5. A 5. 21, 13. A 5. 21, 13 to 22, 2. SJ 13, [6] [7] [8] A 5. 22, 3. Med Ox 4, 37. C 17. 94, 18 to 95, 1. TS nl, [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] 8. C 10. 54, [13] [14] [15] [15] [16] C 7. 37, [18] [19] 19. 103, [10] [11] 37. 205, 8. Med Ox 340, 17-18. C 10. 52, 4-8 is contradicted by Ox 437, n. 2.
Letter C 11. has no definite parallels. But for C 11. 59, 6 see C 12. 64-65 and its source in Med Ox 308. For probable errors in account of Sterne's relations with Garrick and Beard in 1760 see Ox 106, n. 1; 96. The last paragraph of the letter is certainly based upon genuine information. It relates how Sterne heard his parish clerk deliver a psalm of his own making anent the cattle plague:
Here's Jemmy How has lost a cow, And so has Johnny Bland; Therefore we'll put our trust in God,
And not in any other man. C 12. 64, [1] [2] [3] [8] [9] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] 8. C 12. 67, [10] [11] [12] [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] 8. Med Ox 308, [7] [8] C 11. 59, 6. TS II, 85, 27. Med Ox 308, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] 4. C 8. 43, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] TS, ii, 85, 27. Let Bk Ox 294, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] 10; Med Ox256, 8; A 4. 16, 12; B 23, 13; C 1. 5, 9; 29. 163, [2] [3] [4] [5] 33. 183, 8. C 14. 78, C 19. 105, [8] [9] 14. C 19. 107, [2] [3] [4] [9] [10] [11] [12] [14] [15] [8] [9] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 10 to 110, 11. C20. 110, [13] [14] 9. C20. 111, [11] [12] [13] 9. C 12. 67, 8. Med Ox 394, 11; B 54, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] 8; 21. 119, 4; 27. 151, 4; 30. 167, [15] [16] 39. 213, 6. TS iI, 2, 24; C 27. 150, [13] [14] 37. 206, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] 24, [10] [11] [12] [13] C 8. 43, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] 24. 134, 14 to 135, 7; 39. 213, [4] [5] [6] D 179, 15 to 180, 3. A 5. 24, 10 to 25, 1; C 8. 43, [16] [17] 24. 134, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] 8; 18. 99, 4; 27. 151, 4; 30. 167, [15] [16] 39. 213, 6. Let Bk Ox 294, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] SJ 58, [25] [26] [27] A 4. 16, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] B 23, [10] [11] [12] C 25. 139, [12] [13] [14] [15] 29. 163, [2] [3] [4] [5] 33. 182, [7] [8] [9] 34, 189, [18] [19] [20] 1, [9] [10] A4. 17, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 5. 24, [6] [7] C 26. 143, [4] [5] [6] [11] [12] [13] 16. C 26. 145, [11] [12] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] SJ 58, [25] [26] [27] A 4. 16, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] B 23, [10] [11] [12] C 21. 119, [6] [7] [8] [9] 29. 163, [2] [3] [4] [5] 33. 182, [7] [8] [9] 34. 189, [18] [19] [20] 17, 12; C 16. 87, 14. B 23, [14] [15] C 33. 183, 7. JE Ox 371, [26] [27] 113, [13] [14] 7; C 31. 174, [11] [12] 36. 204, 15; 38.211, 8. TS ii, 110, 21. Med Ox 93, 13; 126, [8] [9] A 1. 3, 11. C2. 9, [6] [7] [17] [18] Dated "Thursday Nov. 1." This conjunction fell in 1764 and, oddly enough, in 1787 when C 26 was published in the November issue of the European Magazine. Did Combe set down the date of the day on which he was composing this letter?
C 27. 150, 13-14. C 27. 150, 16. C 27. 150, 17. C 27. 151, 2-3. C 27. 151, 4. C 27. 151, 6-7. C 27. 151, 9-14. C 27. 152, 3.
C 27. 152, 4-S.
TS iII, 2, 24-25; A 7. 31, 2-3; C 5. 22, [10] [11] 37. 206, [17] [18] [19] 2, 4; C 8. 43, 16. SJ 142, [19] [20] [21] TS iII, 2-3. C 5. 23, 8; 18. 99, 4; 21. 119, 4; 30. 167, [15] [16] 39. 213, 6. TS iII, 191, [25] [26] SJ 144, 7. SJ 128, [1] [2] [3] [4] 212, 26; B 152, 14; C 28. 157, 8. TS iII, 74, [23] [24] [6] [7] [8] [9] [13] [14] C 29. 163, [5] [6] [14] [15] 6. C 30. 166, [7] [8] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [15] [16] [17] [18] 1. C 31. 171, 18. C 31. 171, 19. C 31. 173, 15 to 174, 9. C 31. 174, [11] [12] [1] [2] 10. C 32. 177, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [4] [5] [6] 12. C 32. 179, [7] [8] 17; C 2.9, [16] [17] 8; C 20. 111, 9; 32. 178, [37] [38] 8; C 20. 111, 9; 32. 176, 10. C 7. 35, [18] [19] 20. 111, [14] [15] [16] 16 is presumably a reference to the town house of Elizabeth Gunning (1734-90), wife of John Campbell, Marquis of Lorne and heir to the dukedom of Argyll, to which he succeeded in 1770. TS Im, 188, 13. A 4. 15, [15] [16] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] SJ 58, [25] [26] [27] A 4. 16, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] B 23, [10] [11] [12] C 21. 119, Fragments in the Manner of Sterne. A copy in my collection of the first edition, addressed in Combe's hand to the actor Richard Wroughton "with the author's respects," should settle any question of authorship. The volume has not infrequently served me in identifying Combe's trickery in C.
But the last forgeries of Sterne of which Combe was guilty are the criminal's betrayal. There is no doubt about the author of the "original" letters of Laurence Sterne which appeared in the Pic Nic. A phrase once noticed there can with ease be traced backwards into C, back into B, into A, and sometimes into Sterne's own works. Such recurrent phrases are in the nature of peaching footsteps.
The Pic Nic Society, which under the leadership of Col. H. F. Greville had been founded in 1801, maintained an interest in drama similar to that of the Little Theatre movement to-day. To defend it against the jealous onslaught of the professional stage, Colonel Greville launched a periodical called the Pic Nic48 and secured Combe as editor.49 The first number appeared January 8, 1803. In after years Horace Smith, in an account of his brother James, who like him was a member of the editorial staff, took occasion to describe the editor's characteristic method of dispatching the paper.
If a column or two of the newspaper remained unsupplied at the last moment, an occurrence by no means unusual, Mr. Combe would sit down in the publisher's back room, and extemporize a letter from Sterne at Coxwold, a forgery so well executed that it never excited suspicion.50
The three fabrications to which Smith alludes appeared 19 February, 5 March, and 26 March, 1803. D 25, 25 to 26, 2. D 26, 8. D 26, 10. D 26, 25-26. D 27, 1-4. D 27, 6-9. D 27, 9. D 27, 9. D 79, 11-12. D 80, 4. TS ii, 195-196; C 2. 11, 1-3; 20. 111, 11-13; 21. 116, 1-6. TS II, 267, 4-6; C 21. 116, 15-18. TS I, 22, 2; C 1. 5, 18-19. Cross 263, 4-5; A 4. 15, 8-11; C 8. 44, 2-3; 33. 183, 1-4; Phil Brist I, 37; OL D 80, 12. D 80, 20-21. D 80, 23. D 80, 28 to 81, 22. D 81, 24-25. D 178, 2 to 179, 3. D 179, 15 to 180, 3. C 18. 100, 10-1. C 16. 90, 9-10. TS i, 54, 16; C 1. 4, 16. See Chart, pp. 1093. A 4. 15, [6] [7] B 133, 22; C 5. 23, 4; 18. 101, [3] [4] [5] 34. 191, [3] [4] [5] [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Med Ox 353, [2] [3] A 5. 24, [10] [11] [12] C 8. 43, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] 21. 118, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] 24. 134, 14 to 135, 7; 39. 213, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] D 180, 10-13 is quoted freely from the Prologue to Hall-Stevenson's Crazy Tales.
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